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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks, aiming to monitor the real
world’s phenomena reliably, need to combine and post-process
the detected individual events. This is not possible without reliable
context information for each event. One important aspect of
this context is time. It enables ordering of events as well as
deduction of further data like rates and durations. Consequently,
an unreliable time base affects all aspects of further processing.
Any uncertain time information generates uncertain values and
decisions, which jeopardize the correct behaviour of the system
unless the system knows them. Therefore, the synchronisation of
the clocks of the individual nodes is of high importance to the
reliability of the system. On the other hand, tight and reliable syn-
chronisation typically induces a large message overhead, which is
often not tolerable in WSN scenarios. This paper evaluates a new
hybrid synchronisation mechanism enabling tight synchronisation
in single-hop environments and looser synchronisation in multi-
hop environments. The lack of a guaranteed synchronisation
precision is mitigated by an explicit synchronisation uncertainty,
which is passed to the application. This enables the application
to react to changes in the current synchronisation precision.
The new approach is evaluated using the network Simulator
OMNET++ and a small scale wireless sensor network to verify
the expected performance and assumptions. The new method
showed excellent performance in single-hop environments and
a decreasing synchronisation precision based on the topological
distance in multi-hop scenarios, which are useful results for
Wireless Sensor Networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time is a relevant dimension in all aspects of the physical
world. Consequently, measuring, comparing and computing
time is a very important capability of any technical system
observing or interacting with the real world. The approach
presented by Steup et al. [1] proposed a method to in-
clude a low-overhead uncertainty aware clock synchronisation
mechanism for hierarchical networks. The proposed method
provides tight synchronisation in single-hop environments and
looser synchronisation with a decreasing precision based on
the topological distance. In this paper this approach will be
explained, compared to existing approaches and evaluated
using a simulated environment and a small-scale Wireless Sen-
sor Network (WSN).

WSN gain increasing attention by researchers as well as
industry and governments. They provide the ability to monitor

large areas for events efficiently and with small effort. One
example is the SafeCast Project [2], which aims to provide
people with the ability to cheaply monitor radiation in their
vicinity and share this data with others. The forest fire de-
tection system described by Yu et al. [3] is another example
aiming to protect people and nature using real-time information
fed by a WSN. A third example is the Avalanche system of
Michahelles et al. [4] enabling easier detection and rescue of
people caught in an avalanche using medical sensor attached to
the person. There are many more applications of WSN using
real-time data streams to react to environmental conditions,
hazards or catastrophes.

As described by Römer and Mattern [5] WSN come in
the different forms. The design space consists of multiple
dimensions, which contain network topology (from single-hop
to graph), granularity (high-power to smart dust), coverage
(dense, sparse and redundant), heterogeneity (heterogeneous or
homogeneous), communication interface and mobility (from
static to high speed mobile). There are also commonalities
that all WSN share like perceiving the environment using
equipped sensors and a limitation in energy, processing power
and network bandwidth. Generally WSN are considered to
be disseminating data from the sensor nodes to the sinks.
Depending on the application and the limitations of the WSN
it is often necessary to handle evaluation or decision making
of the data in the network itself. Some WSN like the above
described systems need extend this basic dissemination. They
either need to deliver decisions to sinks within the network
or need to process the data within the network to limit the
needed bandwidth. These systems need robust decision making
and processing mechanisms to be accepted by people, since
a missed warning may cause fatalities, whereas too many
wrong warnings lead people to ignore them. Therefore, reliable
post processing and context detection are crucial to provide
a robust output. In this context time together with space are
the most important context attributes a WSN needs to deliver
to enable evaluation and decision making. Consequently, the
quality of the time base is an important aspect governing
the reliability of the output, since an unreliable time base
influences the ordering as well as the deduction of events,
which in consequence become unreliable as well. Therefore,
a reliable, precise global time base is a must-have for each
WSN detecting safety relevant events.
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The description of the approach starts with a short intro-
duction to basic terms and concepts of clock synchronisation in
general in Section II. Afterwards we discuss some relevant ex-
isting clock synchronisation protocols in Section III, followed
by the description of our concept in Section IV. In Section V,
we describe our implementation within the Omnet++ network
simulator and our real world evaluation, the tests carried out
and their results. The paper closes with a conclusion of our
results and some ideas on future work in Section VI.

II. FOUNDATIONS OF CLOCK SYNCHRONISATION

The time base of any digital system is provided by a clock.
The clock itself can be modeled as linearly increasing counter,
with a defined time period between the clock events. This
period is called granularity (g) of the clock [6]. Since a clock
is a sensor measuring time, it has an accuracy (α) describing
its difference to the real value of time and a precision (π)
describing the maximum difference between any two clocks
in a system [6]. The accuracy of a clock directly defines the
precision of this clock to be: π = 2α [6].

Precision and accuracy are typically unbounded for un-
synchronized clocks. Therefore, these parameters can only be
evaluated after the clocks of a system are synchronized. To be
able to evaluate the quality of a single clock other parameters
need to be considered. The most important parameter is the
drift (ρ) [6]. It describes the maximum deviation of the
frequency of the clock towards and ideal clock. The frequency
deviation between two real clocks is measured by the skew.
Over time the drift will increase the offset (δ) between the
real clock and the ideal clock [6]. The skew will increase the
offset between any pair of clocks. Consequently, the aim of any
synchronisation mechanism is to limit the offset to a certain
value defining either precision or accuracy of the clocks of
the system. Since drift and clock skew will increase the offset
again after a successful synchronisation, the synchronisation
needs to be repeated periodically. This resynchronisation in-
terval is a very important parameter for most synchronisation
protocols as it defines the achievable precision or accuracy [6].
Ideally, the resynchronisation interval depends only on the
drift or clock skew, but in real system acquiring, distributing
and comparing time stamps takes time itself. This time is
another important parameter for synchronisation protocols and
is determined by the critical path. Estimating the length of this
path or minimizing it are two general approaches to increase
synchronisation precision or accuracy.

A. Internal and External Synchronisation
The easiest solutions for an accurate, precise and reliable

time base are external time sources. One exemplary source is
the DCF77 [7] standard used in Germany to distribute the time
of the atomic clock in Braunschweig. This standard uses a very
simple protocol transmitted over a 77.5 kHz wave to supply
whole Germany with only a single sender.

Another possible source is the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) as described by Dana [8]. GPS is a Time-of-flight
based positioning system, which needs a very accurate time
reference to infer the time between transmission and reception
of the signal. For this purpose one satellite is typically used as
a time reference, whereas at minimum three others are used
to derive the position. Consequently, GPS always provides a
time reference additionally to the position.

GPS and DCF77 are examples of external synchronisation,
where a high accuracy reference source is used to synchronize
all nodes. This approach can guarantee precision and accuracy
based on the used communication and quality of the reference
source [9].

An alternative approach is internal synchronisation, which
aims to provide a bounded precision without accuracy [9]. This
is done by synchronizing the nodes with each other without
any external reference. Typical protocols providing internal
synchronisation are the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [10]
and the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [11].

Using additional hardware to supply each node of a WSN
with an accurate time is often not feasible because of lim-
itations to cost and energy consumption the nodes need to
adhere to. Therefore, pure external synchronisation is seldom
used. Internal synchronisation protocols like NTP and PTP are
too expensive considering message count and are typically
not robust enough for the unreliable wireless links. As a
consequence, specially adopted time synchronisation protocols
for WSN were developed. These protocols can be divided
in two groups: Averaging and Non-Averaging protocols. The
averaging protocols exchange time stamps between nodes
without any hierarchy. Afterwards, they try to achieve consen-
sus on the resulting time by averaging the timestamps [9]. Non-
averaging protocols typically have a master distributing its time
in the network with slaves adopting this time to mitigate the
offset between pairs of nodes [9]. Obviously, the averaging ap-
proaches have problems tolerating malicious or faulty clocks,
since clock values with large offsets will strongly influence
the average. On the other hand, non-averaging protocols using
master nodes have problems tolerating a failure of their master
node.

In general, all approaches try to provide a trade-off be-
tween message overhead and synchronisation precisions. Ad-
ditionally, they try to tolerate message losses and changes in
the topology of the network. However, most of the existing
protocols either try to provide a tight synchronisation in a
single hop environment and degrade heavily in multi-hop
environments or provide a generally looser synchronisation in
both. Unfortunately, none of the existing protocols provide
the application with information on the current status of
the synchronisation, which might be degraded by errors in
communication or heavy changes in topology. The next section
will discuss some existing clock synchronisation protocols and
evaluate their fitness towards a hybrid uncertainty aware clock
synchronisation for WSN.

III. STATE OF THE ART

In order to assess the current state of clock synchronisa-
tion for WSN, we describe six approaches representing basic
concepts in the following section.

A. Reference Broadcast Synchronisation (RBS)
Reference Broadcast Synchronisation as described by El-

son et al. [12] is an averaging internal synchronisation mech-
anism exploiting a physical broadcast in a shared medium.
The synchronisation starts with one node transmitting a NOW-
message to all other nodes. This message serves as an indica-
tion for all nodes to take a local time stamp. Afterwards, the
timestamps are exchanged between all nodes. This mechanism
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reduces the critical path to the transmission time of the NOW-
message and the local processing time on each node until the
local time stamp is taken. This provides very tight synchro-
nisation in single-hop scenarios as long as the computation
time is bounded. However, in worst case for n nodes O(n2)
messages are needed for a single synchronisation round, as
visible in Figure 1.

N0 N1

N2

N3
NOW

N
O

W

NOW

Figure 1. Overview of a single synchronisation round of RBS. The red
arrows indicate the NOW-message, whereas the blue arrows indicate the

messages containing the timestamps of the nodes.

Finally, all nodes individually compute their offset towards
the mean of all exchanged timestamps. Towards this end,
each node ni computes its phase offset to each other node
nj over all received broadcasts by another node nk based
on (1). Additionally, a linear regression analyses based on
the estimated offsets is used to estimate the clock skew of
each node towards the global clock. Using this information all
receivers agree on a uniform clock rate and time within the
single-hop environment.

δi,j =
1

m

m∑
k=1

(tsj,k − tsi,k), i 6= j 6= k (1)

In summary, RBS provides tight synchronisation bounds
for single-hop environments. However, it reacts very sensitive
to mobile or faulty nodes. This is caused by the used averaging
mechanism of the protocol. The contribution of all nodes to
the averaged new time and clock rate may create large shifts of
agreed global clock whenever one node’s clock is far off. This
is especially problematic whenever a node is only a temporary
member of the broadcast group.

B. CesiumSpray (CS)
CesiumSpray by Verissimo et al. [13] is a pseudo-

hierarchical non-averaging hybrid clock synchronisation mech-
anism providing strong failure resilience in real-time networks.
The baseline idea of this system is the synchronisation of
groups of nodes within a single-hop environment towards an
external reference. Consequently, the approach uses internal
and external synchronisation mechanism. The authors pro-
posed GPS receivers as the external reference, but other time
sources like DFC77 receivers or even precise local clocks
are possible. An example network employing CesiumSpray is
depicted in Figure 2. As visible, the GPS satellites together
with the GPS receivers in the single-hop environments act as
a multi-hop backbone to sync the individual clusters.

Figure 2. The pseudo-hierarchical structure of an example CesiumSpray
clock synchronisation network.

Within each cluster, so called tight broadcasts are used to
spray the GPS reference to the other nodes. Special care was
taken by the authors to handle faulty GPS references or faulty
GPS receiver nodes. This is achieved by acknowledging the
broadcast of each GPS receiver node from all other nodes
to enable a homogeneous view of the whole cluster. After
the reception of a tight broadcast from all local GPS receiver
nodes, an agreement is necessary to select a single broadcast.
Afterwards, all local nodes sync against the chosen tight broad-
cast. In case no GPS reference is available, a purely internal
synchronisation mechanism is used to preserve precision and
accuracy.

The precision of the approach is based on the accuracy of
the GPS receivers, which typically is better than 110ns, and
the precision of the internal synchronisation mechanisms. The
authors tested their approach in a real-time network using very
old Motorola 68020 CPUs and a token-bus network. As a result
they achieved a precision of 500µs with a resynchronisation
interval of 150s.

CesiumSpray is a resilient multi-hop clock synchronisation
system for distributed real-time systems. It provides excellent
failure resilience with a proven upper bound on the synchroni-
sations precision and accuracy. The precision is dependent on
the tightness of the network and the real-time capabilities of
the platform used. The drawbacks of the approach consist in
the need for real-time capable networks and operating systems
to use the strong failure resilience and the need for an external
time source providing the ”multi-hop” capability. Due to the
provided failure tolerance the synchronisation costs are quite
high.

C. Delay Measurement Time Synchronisation Protocol
(DMTS)

The Delay Measurement Time Synchronisation Protocol
described by Ping [14] modifies RBS, see Section III-A,
by exploiting low-level hardware access and a non-averaging
computation. It extends the NOW-message with a time stamp
ts0 taken and inserted just before sending. An averaging is not
used anymore, since the transmitted time stamp ts0 can directly
be used by each receiving node. Therefore, the exchange of
the individual local time stamps is omitted and the message
count is heavily reduced, as visible in Figure 3.

The time between the transmission time tsM and the
reception time tsS is composed of the interrupt service time
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Figure 3. Overview of a single synchronisation round of DMTS. The red
arrows indicate the time stamp messages distributed by the master node N0.

and the propagation time of the network. To reach similar
synchronisation precision as RBS, the author estimates the
duration of the interrupt service tcomp of the receiving node
analytically and modifies the inserted time stamp just before
transmission, as shown in Figure 4. If the analysis is correct
only the transmission time τ on the medium remains as the
critical path.

MAC

Access

Interrupt

Handling

tsM

tsM

M

S

tsM

tsS
τ

tcomp

Figure 4. Minimization of the critical path of DMTS.

For this approach to be feasible, a master election is
necessary, since a single node needs to transmit its time
stamp for multiple rounds until synchronisation in all nodes is
reached. After that, the time stamp providing node can freely
be chosen from the set of synchronized nodes.

The multi-hop synchronisation of DMTS is based on a
hierarchical distribution of the master’s time. Each node in the
single-hop neighbourhood synchronized with the master will
act itself as the master for its own single-hop neighbourhood
using its synchronized time. In consequence, the time of the
master will distribute over the whole network over time.

The hierarchical structure is non-deterministic, since nodes
will always sync themselves to the first node broadcasting
a time beacon they hear. Typically, this will create shortest
routes from the time master to the individual notes, which
may decrease the reliability of the link and therefore lower
robustness.

DMTS provides a high precision clock synchronisation in
single-hop neighbourhoods as well as multi-hop synchronisa-
tion with slowly degrading performance. It solves the large
amount of message necessary for a single synchronisation of

RBS. However, in-depth knowledge of the needed hardware
and communication mechanisms as well as low-level hardware
access is needed to use it. The protocol has very limited
robustness as only a single time stamp is communicated from
master to its neighbourhood, which leaves the protocol open
to omission failures and faulty nodes spreading wrong clock
values when elected.

D. Continuous Clock Synchronisation in Wireless Real-time
Applications (CCS)

The Continuous Clock Synchronisation for Wireless Real-
time Applications by Mock et al. [15] is a non-averaging
master-slave synchronisation method extending the basic clock
synchronisation of the 802.11 standard [16]. It is itself the
adoption of the approach of Gergeleit and Streich [17] towards
802.11 networks.

In contrast to the standard time synchronisation mechanism
of the 802.11 protocol, the clocks of the slaves are not simply
set to the time stamp of the master, but are gradually adapted
by adjusting their rate. Consequently, the authors propose the
concept of virtual clocks (V C) to enable dynamic adjustment
of frequency and offset. The behaviour of such a virtual clock
is depicted in Figure 5.

t0 t1 t2 t3
t

C(t)

M

VC

o0
o1

o2

o3

Figure 5. A virtual clock (V C) of a time slave adapting its frequency to
compensate offset δ and clock skew towards its master clock M .

Additionally, the precision of the synchronisation is en-
hanced by dividing the time beacon in a NOW-message indi-
cating surrounding nodes a time stamp tsi needs to be taken
and an additional message containing the time stamp tsm of
the NOW-message. The major benefit of this approach is the
ability to exactly estimate the time stamp of the NOW-message
minimizing the critical path and omitting any estimation of
media access, transmission or computation delays.

The additional message needed to transmit the time stamp
tm after the NOW-message can be omitted if the master’s
time stamp is incorporated in the next NOW-message. Figure 6
shows the timing behaviour of the protocol over two rounds
of synchronisation.

The proposed protocol provides failure resilience in case of
omission as long as the amount of omitted packets is smaller
then the estimated omission degree. Based on this assumption,
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ts−1m ts0m

ts−1m ts0m

M

S

ts0m ts1m

ts0s ts1s

Figure 6. Timing diagram of 2 synchronisation rounds between a time
master M and a time slave S.

the authors analytically derived (2) to compute the guaranteed
precision π:

π ≤ 2δ∆t(ρ+ 2)

(∆t)2 − δ2
(OD + INT) + δ

(
1 +

(∆t)2(1 + ρ) + δ2)

(∆t)2 − δ2

)
(2)

In their experiments, they used a synchronisation interval
∆t = 10s on clocks with a drift of ρ = 10−5. The maximum
age of their second time stamp was INT = 1s. They measured
a maximum jitter of the critical path of δ = 46µs, resulting in
a precision of π = 150µs, which fits with the results expected
by (2) in case of an omission degree of OD = 1.

Even though multi-hop synchronisation is not covered in
the paper, the approach of DMTS, see Section III-C, can also
be used for CCS. Consequently, the multi-hop performance
shall be similar to DMTS.

This approach enables continuous clock synchronisation
without gaps in the time base suitable for real-time appli-
cations. Additionally, it provides better precision than the
baseline 802.11 synchronisation mechanism without additional
message overhead. It provides failure resilience and a guar-
anteed precision for a known omission degree. However, it
is generally only useful for single-hop environments with a
dedicated access point, since multi-hop performance will have
the same problems as DMTS.

E. Probabilistic Clock Synchronisation Service (PCS)
The Probabilistic Clock Synchronisation Service by

PalChaudhuri et al. [18] is an extension of RBS enabling
a dynamic trade-off between synchronisation precision and
message overhead. This approach transmits n NOW-messages
in one synchronisation round, which are used to derive the
skew of the sender’s and the receiver’s clock though linear
regression. The results are combined and transmitted back to
the receivers in range. By comparing their own data with the
data received from the sender, they are able to adopt their
own clocks. To derive the number of needed NOW-messages
the authors assumed the synchronisation error to be normal
distributed with zero-mean and a standard deviation of σ.
Based on this distribution, the authors analytically derive the
probability P (|ε| < εmax) of the synchronisation error to be
less than a specified value εmax. For a specified probability of
the synchronisation to be more precise than εmax, the authors

derive the number n of message needed. This number heavily
depends on the standard deviation σ of the normal distribution.

The multi-hop mechanism in this approach is based on a
time transformation in a hierarchically structured network. If
a node n1 is synchronized to the master node n0 broadcasting
its time reference packets, this node can transform the received
broadcasts based on arrival time and re-broadcast them to
spread the synchronisation within the network. The error
induced by the retransmission is again assumed to be normal
distributed and analysed the same way as for the single-hop
approach.

The robustness of the approach very much depends on the
accuracy of the estimated distribution, if the real distribution of
the synchronisation error in single-hop or multi-hop environ-
ments fits with the assumed distribution, the synchronisation
will be very robust, since all failures as well as their results
are already contained in the distribution. However, a mismatch
of these will result in an unpredictable behaviour of the syn-
chronisation. Consequently, the estimation of the probability
distribution is the crucial part of this approach.

The approach provides a dynamic trade-off between mes-
sage overhead and synchronisation precision even in multi-hop
scenarios. Even though the trade-off depends on the standard
deviation of the synchronisation error, the acquisition of this
value was not covered by the authors. Additionally, only a
mathematically prove without any simulation was conducted
to evaluate the idea. Consequently, the authors never discussed
the effects of non-normal distributed synchronisation errors.

F. Time Synchronisation in Ad-Hoc Networks (TSAN)
Römer’s Time Synchronisation in Ad-Hoc Networks [19]

is based on Christian’s Algorithm [20]. It is a non-averaging
internal synchronisation using pair-wise offset estimation. It
estimates the round trip time of a message between sender
and receiver, as visible through the transmission of e0 in
Figure 7 and ultimately tries to order events created by the
system. Whereas Christian’s Algorithm proposed a dedicated
server for clients to communicate to, Römer attaches time
stamps to events communicated in the network. Therefore,
Römer’s algorithm ideally induces a zero message overhead.
However, not all events are acknowledged by the receiver,
which might create large durations between events flowing
in both directions between two nodes. This is mitigated by
the insertion of additional dummy events in case the duration
grows too large. This is shown through the communication
between N0 and N2 in Figure 7.

TSAN supports multi-hop synchronisation directly, since
it measures round-trip time from sender to receiver and back.
The basic concept makes no assumption on the amount of
hops between sender and receiver and works with an arbitrary
amount of hops.

One of the major ideas of this approach is the usage
of time transformations instead of clock synchronisation. In
consequence, no node needs to set their clock to a certain
value, but they only transform the timestamps of the events
they receive to their own time domain using their estimated
offset between sender and themselves. However, this offset
estimation is limited to the events flowing by. As a result the
first event flowing between two nodes cannot be transformed.
The quality of the transformation depends on the amount of
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N0 N1

N2

N3 e0e0

acke0 acke0

e1 edummy

Figure 7. Schematic of a TSAN synchronisation. The blue events e0 and e1
are transmitted. e0 is acknowledged back, showed as a green arrow. e1

needs a dummy event (red) inserted, since no acknowledgement is done.

events. More events grant a better estimation of the offset
between two nodes and therefore increase the transformation’s
precision.

Since TSAN assumes no bound on network delays of the
events and the acknowledgements it uses, it cannot provide
an upper bound of the synchronisations precision. This is
mitigated by the usage of time intervals, which provide a
duration instead of a singular time stamp. To achieve its main
goal of ordering events, the time stamps are compared to infer
the order of the events. However, it is possible that the intervals
overlap and an ordering is not possible. In such cases, the
system will provide a result of MAYBE for the order relation.
The final order relation of TSAN for two time stamped events
e0 and e1 containing the time stamps e0.ts = [t0, t1] and
e1.ts = [t2, t3] is described in (3).

[t0, t1] < [t2, t3] =

{ YES : t1 < t2
NO : t3 < t0

MAYBE : t2 < t1
(3)

TSAN applies a very loose multi-hop synchronisation with
an ideal message overhead of 0 in a multi-hop network. Unfor-
tunately, the real message overhead is heavily dependent on the
actual communication in the network and is therefore very hard
to estimate for a real system. The used time intervals together
with the MAYBE-results of the event ordering provide the
protocol with a certain robustness against large synchronisation
errors caused by message losses or unpredicted delays.

G. Summary
The individual problems and features of the protocols are

summarized in Table I. As visible none of the described
approaches fully solve the problem of multi-hop uncertainty
aware clock synchronisation in wireless sensor networks. How-
ever, each approach contains individual features, which might
enhance the performance of our approach.

CS provided the idea of hierarchically structured syn-
chronisation architecture using different synchro-
nisation mechanism on the different layers of the
hierarchy.

DMTS introduced the usage of hardware access and
knowledge on low-level behaviour to decrease the
jitter of the critical path.

CCS added the idea of a virtual clock following the
clock of another node to provide a steady time

TABLE I. Comparision of the discussed time synchronisation protocols.

Protocol Synchronisation
Precision

Multi
Hop
Capability

Message
Overhead Robustness

CS medium inherent O(n) medium
RBS high none O(n2) fragile

DMTS high possible O(n) fragile
CCS high possible O(1) robust
PCS medium inherent dynamic medium

TSAN low inherent 0 - O(1) medium

base without gaps. Additionally, it provided the
differentiation of time stamp transmission and
NOW-indication to shorten the critical path.

PCS proposed the estimation of the synchronisation
error as a normally distributed random variable
with a zero-mean and a known deviation. We will
exploit that idea to estimate the uncertainty of our
synchronisation.

TSAN provided the idea of time transformation between
nodes on event reception, which we will exploit
for our multi-hop synchronisation.

The proposed approach incorporates the beneficial proper-
ties of the different clock synchronisation mechanisms in a sin-
gle clock synchronisation, which is uncertainty- and topology-
aware and produces time intervals usable by an application.
The next section describes it in detail.

IV. UNCERTAINTY AWARE CLOCK SYNCHRONISATION
(UACS)

For an efficient synchronisation of clocks in WSN multiple
parameters are important. On one hand, the synchronisation
needs to be scalable, while on the other hand the overhead
may not exceed a certain threshold to safe battery and pre-
vent an overload of the network. Most of the approaches
discussed in Section III favour one over the other. However,
if we limit our self to certain base topologies better solutions
might be found. One interesting topology is the cluster tree
structure of IEEE 802.15.4 networks [21] in beacon-enabled
mode. This mode divides the nodes in groups called Personal
Area Networks (PANs), which have an individual coordinating
instance managing the internal communication. The individual
PANs communicate only through their respective coordinators,
as visible in Figure 8. This hierarchical network structure
may also be found in other types of networks like Bluetooth
scatternets as proposed by the Bluetooth standard [22]. In
the remaining section of the paper we consider an 802.15.4
network, with an already established cluster tree structure.
The formation and the handling of dynamic changes in this
structure are not considered in this paper.

Based on the initial assumption, that clock synchronisation
may have a decreasing precision based on topological distance
between nodes in the network, we propose a hybrid clock-
synchronisation, consisting of a tight synchronisation mecha-
nism for each individual PAN called Intra Cluster Synchro-
nisation and a loose synchronisation mechanism between the
individual PAN Coordinators, called Inter Cluster Synchroni-
sation.
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Figure 8. Example cluster tree structure of an IEEE 802.15.4 Network. The
colours indicate the topological distance between each node and PC9.

A. Intra Cluster Synchronisation
The Intra Cluster Synchronisation is based on the CCS

approach, see Section III-D. Therefore, each PAN slave Psj ∈
Slaves has a virtual synchronized clock V Csj (t). This clock
uses the time stamps created by the node’s hardware clock
Csj (t) and modifies it based on the current rate rsj ,i:

V Csj (t) = rsj ,i
(
C(t)sj − C(ti)sj

)
+ V Csj (ti) (4)

The task of the Intra Cluster Synchronisation is the estima-
tion of the parameter rsj ,i for each slave at each synchronisa-
tion round i. The 802.15.4 standard allows a PAN Coordinator
to attach additional information to the beacon frame. We
use this to attach a 64bit time stamp tc,i to each beacon
bi+1 transmitted by the coordinator. The attached time stamp
represents the coordinator’s time of successful transmission
of the last beacon. This time stamp together with the local
reception time of the last beacon tsj,i is then evaluated by
each slave Psj to compute a new rate rsj ,i.

As described by DMTS, see Section III-C, hardware knowl-
edge may be used to provide the needed local time stamps. The
802.15.4 standard provides the PD-Data.confirm primi-
tive as a local event indicating completion of a transmission.
The time of this event is used as the source of the time stamp
tc,i. On reception of the beacon each PAN slave Psj takes
a local time stamp tsj,i+1 . The networks tightness τ together
with the internal computation time tcomp of the nodes limits
the accuracy of the local time stamps. This computation time
is mitigated by the PD-DATA.indication primitive of the
802.15.4 standard. Therefore, we consider tcomp to be very
small in our approach and the time difference between creation
of the local time stamps is bounded by τ .

After acquiring the time stamp for the actual synchroni-
sation round the PAN slaves compute the offset δj,i = tc,i −
V C(tsj ,i) between their previous local time stamp V C(tsj ,i)
and the time stamp transmitted through the beacon tc,i. This
is used to compute a new rate rsj ,i+1 = 1 + krδj,i for the
node’s virtual clock to compensate the offset, with kr being a
proportional factor controlling the rate of adaption.

The Intra Cluster Synchronisation provides continuous
clock synchronisation between the PAN Coordinator and its
slaves. The overhead is minimal since no additional message

is necessary and the beacons are only slightly enlarged. The
robustness of the synchronisation mainly depends on the used
algorithm to detect a crash and reselect a PAN Coordinator.

B. Inter Cluster Synchronisation
Diverging from the Intra Cluster Synchronisation, see Sec-

tion IV-A, a PAN Coordinator never modifies its own clock.
Instead every event received by a PAN Coordinator Pcr , which
is transmitted by another adjacent PAN Coordinator Pcs is
transformed in the time domain of the PAN Coordinators clock
Cr(t), as proposed by TSAN, see Section III-F. To achieve
this, the PAN Coordinator Pcr needs to calculate a virtual clock
V Cr,s(t) for each adjacent PAN Coordinator Pcs .

The virtual clocks are handled similarly to the Intra Cluster
Synchronisation, since all beacons of all adjacent PAN Coordi-
nators Pcs are received by PAN Coordinator Pcr . On reception
of a beacon containing a time stamp ts,i, Pcr acquires a local
time stamp tr,s,i+1. This enables the computation of the offset
δr,s,i = ts,i − tr,s,i between Pcs and Pcr . Afterwards, Pcr
updates the rate rr,s,i = 1 + krδr,s,i for the virtual clock
V Cr,s(t) towards Pcs . Therefore, each PAN Coordinator has
an internal list of virtual clocks following the clocks of each
adjacent PAN Coordinator as visible in Figure 9.

On reception of an event en from Pcs containing a time
stamp en.tss, Pcr is able to transform the time stamp of the
event to its own clock Cr(t). The transformation is done by
adding the offset between the Virtual Clock of the sender
V Cs(t) and the clock of the receiver Cr(t) to the event’s time
stamp:

en.tsr = en.tss + Cr(t)− V Cs(t) (5)

In case of multi-hop communication the event’s time stamp
is always transformed to the receiver’s clock domain before
forwarding it to next hop. Consequently, all nodes only need
to estimate the offset using a virtual clock for their directly
adjacent neighbors. An example scenario is shown in Figure 9.
In this picture three PAN Coordinators are in direct vicinity
and estimate their offset using virtual clocks. An event is
transmitted from PC0 to PC2 via PC1. During the forwarding
of the event the time stamp of the event is adjusted by the
estimated offsets to transform it to the local time domain of
the current node.

C. Performance Estimation
The performance of the synchronisation depends on certain

network and node parameters like the tightness of the network
(including propagation speed and interrupt handling time) τ ,
the drift of the nodes ρ and the algorithm specific variable
kr. To analyse the behaviour of the algorithm we define
two clocks: one for the transmitter of the beacon Cs(t) =
Cs(ts,i) + (t − ts,i)(1 ± ρ) and one for the receiver of the
beacon Cr(t) = Cr(tr,i)+(t−tr,i)(1±ρ). The offset between
these two nodes is described as the difference between local
clock of the sender and the Virtual Clock of the receiver as
or,s(t) = Cs(t) − V Cr(t). The receiver cannot observe this
offset, but based on our algorithm it uses the visible offset
δr,s(t) = or,s(t)± τ based on the time stamp contained in the
beacon. Consequently, the virtual clock’s propagation formula
may be rewritten to:

V Cr(t) = V Cr(tr,i)+(Cr(t)−Cr(tr,i)(1+krδr,s(tr,i)) (6)
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Figure 9. An example network composed of three PAN Coordinators with
their respective virtual clocks estimating their offset towards each other. An

event transmitted from PC0 to PC2 is shown in grey including its time
stamp.

Entering V Cr(t) in o(t) enables replacing of Cs(t) −
V Cr(tr,i) with or,s(tr,i) + (t − tr,i)(1 ± ρ). Together with
the simplification of Cr(t)− Cr(tr,i) to (t− tr,i)(1± ρ) one
obtains:

or,s(t) = or,s(tr,i)− (t− tr,i)(1± ρ)krδr,s(tr,i)± (t− tr,i)2ρ
(7)

By substitution of δr,s(tr,i) and (t− tr,i) to ∆t as well as
factoring out or,s(tr,i) the following equation is achieved:

or,s(t) = or,s(tr,i)(1−∆tkr)±(∆t(krρo(tr,i)+ρ(2+τ)+krτ))
(8)

To enable a normal flow of time, the rate of the Virtual
Clock needs to be bigger than zero. Therefore, the value
of kr must not exceed 1

max(δr,s(t))
. The propagation of the

offset may now be separated into an offset compensating
part: o−r,s(t) = or,s(tr,i)(1 − ∆tkr) and an offset increasing
part: o+r,s(t) = ±∆t(krρor,s(tr,i) + ρ(2 + τ) + krτ). The
offset decreasing part will converge towards zero, because it
resembles the geometric sequence ai+1 = aiq, 0 < q < 1. The
offset inducing part can be separated into an offset dependent
and offset independent part. The value of the offset dependent
part ∆tkrρor,s(tr,i) depends very much on the offset between
sender and receiver at the last synchronisation and the time
passed since this synchronisation. For tightly synchronized
nodes the impact of this part will tend towards zero.

The guaranteed precision of the method for tightly synchro-
nized nodes is the absolute value of the offset independent
part of or,s(t). The resulting precision of the Intra Cluster
Synchronisation is πintra(t) = ∆t(ρ(2 + τ) + krτ).

The offset independent part is ∆t(ρ(2 + τ) + krτ). In
case no beacon loss occurs ∆t will be approximately two
times the beacon ∆tb interval, because every beacon contains

the sender’s time stamp of the last round and the maximum
offset is always reached directly before the next beacon arrives.
The resulting precision in case of OD beacon omissions will
therefore be:

πintra ≤ (2 + OD)∆tb(ρ(2 + τ) + krτ) (9)

The value kr can be viewed as a trade-off factor choosing
between fast synchronisation and robust synchronisation. This
is caused by the presence of the factor in the offset compen-
sating part, where it decreases the existing offset stronger if it
is bigger. On the other hand, bigger kr values will increase the
results of the offset increasing part depending on the values of
ρ and τ .

For the offset estimation of the adjacent neighbours the
Inter Cluster synchronisation uses the same approach as
the Intra Cluster Synchronisation uses. Therefore, the multi-
hop synchronisation precision Πinter for tightly synchronized
nodes can be bounded using the hop count h:

πinter ≤ h(2 + OD)∆tb(ρ(2 + τ) + krτ) (10)

For loosely synchronized nodes the offset of the last
synchronisation will be a relevant issue. However, this is only
a problem in mobile systems, since static systems will always
compensate the offset as long as the time between synchro-
nisations is not bigger than the maximum considered offset.
A direct consequence is that the synchronisation precision in
multi-hop scenarios can be greatly enhanced if routes of tightly
synchronized nodes are chosen.

D. Mobility
Mobility influences the networks topology and therefore,

the association of slaves to masters and the interconnectivity
between masters. Consequently, if a slave loses connection to
is respective master it is entering the orphaned state and may
only communicate again after it re-associated. If the node re-
associates with the same master the node’s maximum offset
or,s(t) will depend on the time between loss of link and the
reception of the next beacon ∆t and the offset of master
and slave at the last synchronisation as described by (8). A
tightly synchronized slave will increase its offset based on the
time of the last synchronisation and the drift of the nodes. A
loosely synchronized node will additionally increase the offset
by a value proportional to last offset (or,s(tr,i)), time since
last synchronisation (∆t), drift (ρ) and network tightness (τ ).
Depending on the value of kr fast moving slaves will never
reach a tightly synchronized state, because they are switching
masters faster than the algorithm can compensate the initial
offset. On the other hand, a high kr will enforce the induced
errors when in orphaned state and the slave reconnects to the
same master.

In contrast to the independence of the movement of slaves,
the movement of masters have an impact on the whole PAN
created by this master. Therefore, the master election mecha-
nism should select slowly moving nodes as masters, to increase
the time of the algorithm to converge the offset towards zero.

The Inter Cluster Synchronisation handles mobility well,
since the mobility of a node in the local neighbourhood of
Pc1 does not change Pc1 ’s virtual clocks of the adjacent
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nodes. Therefore, the transformation of the events is inde-
pendent of each other. Since there is no hierarchy between
the PAN Coordinators, the movement of each node only
effects the offset estimation towards its neighbours and the
estimation of the neighbours towards this node. New nodes
in a neighbourhood start with an infinite uncertainty in the
offset estimation since they have not yet established an offset
estimation towards their neighbours. While the nodes receive
beacons from adjacent masters, they improve the offset estima-
tion and decrease the uncertainty. Consequently, we explicitly
specify the offset estimation uncertainty in a time interval
ti = [ts ± α], ts ∈ R+, α ∈ R+ replacing the time stamp
ts ∈ R+. Furthermore, each hop modifies the interval bounds
by the currently estimated uncertainty of the synchronisation
αr,s as described by (11):

en.αr = en.αs + αr,s (11)

E. Estimating the Uncertainty
The estimation of the current uncertainty of the synchro-

nisation of the virtual clocks is difficult. Multiple factors
influence the actual uncertainty in the synchronisation, like
beacon losses and the current drift of the individual clocks. In
our approach the synchronisation error εr,s,i of synchronisation
round i between two adjacent PAN Coordinators Pcs and
Pcr is characterized by their offset δr,s,i+1 at beginning of
synchronisation round i+ 1.

Following PCS, see Section III-E, we model the syn-
chronisation error to be a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
N(0, σ)r,s. To estimate the standard deviation we use the syn-
chronisation errors of the previous n synchronisation rounds
as sample set Er,s = {εi−n, εi−n+1 . . . εi}. We estimate the
standard deviation σr,s of our zero-mean Gaussian based on
the sample set. Based on this we compute the confidence
interval

[
x̄± z( 1+γ

2 )
σ√
n

]
of the synchronisation with typical

probability γ. The value z( 1+γ
2 ) represents the 1+γ

2 -quantile of
the standardised normal distribution. The resulting size of the
confidence interval αr,s = z( 1+γ

2 )
σ√
n

represents our current
uncertainty estimation, which is added to current uncertainty
of the event’s time interval.

The complexity of this computation is only dependent on
n, which represents a trade-off between estimation accuracy
and memory and computation overhead. The quantile of the
standardised normal distribution is a pre-defined constant,
characterising the accuracy of the estimation.

F. Compatibility between Time Intervals and Time Stamps
As described in the introduction (Section I), WSN aim not

only to distribute the acquired sensor data, but also need to pro-
cess the data in form of events. To this end, Liebig et al. [23]
described a way to combine multiple events even though
their time stamps might not be exact. To achieve this they
extended a time stamp to a time interval and derived an order
relation < for time intervals described in (12). Together with a
known uncertainty of the event’s time stamp, ordering might be
possible even in loosely synchronized systems. However, this
transition induced a partial order through the order relation.
Consequently, there might be situations in which two events
cannot be ordered. This is the case if the intervals of the events’

time stamps overlap. The resulting partial order relation is
similar to the one used by TSAN.

[ts0 ± α0] < [ts1 ± α1]⇔ ts0 + α0 < ts1 − α1 (12)

Compared to TSAN III-F, our aim is to provide all oper-
ations on time intervals that are available for time stamps.
This enables applications to handle time intervals in the
same manner as classical time stamps, but with the aware-
ness of the induced uncertainty. Our time-interval algebra
([ts±α], {+,−,×, ·, ()−1, <}) is based on interval arithmetic
[24] and the proposed partial order relation. The difference to
the general interval arithmetic is the definition of the inverse
operation (()−1) and the ability to scale the time interval by a
constant factor (·). Both operations are very useful to combine
events. One example of such a composition is the deduction
of events containing the speed (es) of an object based on
events containing the position (eip) of the object, as described
by Steup et. al [25]. The computation necessary for such a
composition is shown in (13).

es.speed =
(
e1p.pos− e0p.pos

) (
e1p.ts− e0p.ts

)−1
(13)

This type of computation is typical for cyber-physical sys-
tems containing physical processes. In general, these processes
may be described by differential equations. As an approxi-
mation, we enable the computation of difference quotients if
the basic events can be ordered. As defined by the partial
order, two events are ordered whenever their time intervals
are disjoint. Consequently, the time interval created by the
subtraction of their time stamps may never contain zero. As a
result we simplified the inverse operation compared to general
interval arithmetic to (14).

[ts± α]
−1

=
[
ts−1 ± α−1

]
(14)

ts−1 =
1/2

ts+ α
+

1/2

ts− α
(15)

α−1 =
1/2

ts− α
−

1/2

ts+ α
(16)

The resulting time interval algebra establishes a partially
ordered vector space, which is easy to compute even for
deeply embedded systems. The additional operations enable
the computation of differential equations, which are necessary
to describe most physical processes. The transformation back
to classic time stamps is easily possible by omitting the
uncertainty part of the interval.

V. EVALUATION

The uncertainty aware hybrid clock synchronisation system
was evaluated with a simulation in the Omnet++ Network Sim-
ulator [26] version 4.2 and a small scale WSN composed of
six nodes.
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A. Simulation Setup
For the simulated evaluation we used the INETMANET

network model [27] as well as the MiXiM model [28]. The
implementation is distributed over two layers of the ISO/OSI
stack. One part is located at layer 5 of the ISO/OSI stack and
handles the transformation of time stamps for the Inter Cluster
synchronisation. The other is situated at layer 2 to gather high
precision time stamps. Both layers are connected through a
cross layer communication.

Our evaluation focuses on the Inter Cluster Synchronisa-
tion, since our simulation experiments shall investigate the
scalability of the approach. The single-hop performance will
be evaluated by the real world experiments. We evaluate two
main aspects of the Inter Cluster Synchronisation. The first
considers the influence of the beacon period on the precision
of the synchronisation. This test will provide information on
the trade-off between message overhead and synchronisation
quality. The second test investigates the influence of the
communication topology on the reachable multi-hop precision.
It will evaluate the usability of the provided time stamps
for smaller and longer routes. All tests used the internal 64
bit simtime of Omnet++ as reference for the synchronized
clocks to evaluate the synchronisation error. The simtime
was modified by a randomly initialized drift ρ ≤ 10−5, to
provide a realistic clock for each node. The test considered
1000 randomly created routes between nodes in the network,
which were created by an optimal routing algorithm.

Our simulation environment considers beacon losses, cre-
ated by the collision of transmitted beacons of adjacent coor-
dinators, and the resulting lack of information for the time
synchronisation. However, we did not transmit data events
in the simulation. This decouples our simulations from the
used MAC Algorithm and its parameters. Consequently, the
simulations consider an optimal MAC-Algorithm preventing
all collision between beacons and events in the network.

Additionally, we did not simulate the interrupt handling
time possibly decreasing the tightness of the network, since
we estimated this time to be smaller then 1µs because of our
optimization described in Section V-D.

B. Beacon Interval Analysis
The beacon interval analysis considered a rectangular grid

of 50 PAN Coordinators. The area in which the nodes were
distributed was 5000m times 5000m. We used the 2.4GHz
specification of the 802.15.4 standard at channel 11 with a
maximum transmission power of 1mW . The thermal noise
was fixed at 110dBm and the receiver’s sensitivity was set to
−85dBm. Our simulation sweep started with a BO parameter
of 8 up till the maximum allowed value of 14. The resulting
beacon interval can be computed by BI = 16·60S·2BO

SymbolRate . The
SymbolRate of the 2.4GHz band of 65.2 · 103 Ss results in
beacon intervals from 3.8s to 241.2s.

Figure 10 shows a Box-Whisker plot of the simulation’s
results. The boxes represent the bounds, where 50% of all
values are included. The lines represent the interval containing
75% of all values and remaining data points are included
as points. As visible with linear increasing BO values the
mean synchronisation error increases exponentially. This is
to be expected because the beacon interval also increases
exponentially. Additionally, one observes a large standard

deviation independent of the hop count. This is caused by the
unsynchronized beacons of the individual PAN Coordinators,
which might collide and therefore increase the real beacon
interval. Furthermore, the data base is better for smaller hop
counts, since in the given scenario short routes are much more
probable then longer routes.
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Figure 10. Box-Whisker plot of the precision of a 50 node grid network
with varying BO values.

This test proved the expected direct correlation between the
beacon interval and the synchronisation precision. Therefore,
this value is to be considered critical for the performance of
the system. Following our analyses of Section IV-C, the worst
case performance should be better then h2(0.0147 · 2BO2.1 ·
10−11s. In all our experiments we never crossed this analytical
worst case bound. In the case of 1-hop long routes with a
beacon order of 14 the estimated worst case precision is 9.6ms,
where our experiment showed a worst case result of 1.6ms. For
beacon order 13 and a hop count of three we achieved a worst
case precision in our experiment of 1.2ms and analytically
derived a worst case precision of 14.4ms. We believe these
large differences are created by the random drift, which in
most cases will not create the largest possible offset.

C. Topology Analysis
Our second evaluation considers the performance of the

system in different topologies. This is interesting, because
topologies might have an influence on the length of the
routes, as well as the collision probability of the beacon
frames. Therefore, we consider four basic topologies with 200
nodes each. We choose a linear (c.f. Figure 11a), a circular
(c.f. Figure 11b), a grid (c.f. Figure 11c) and a randomly
generated (c.f. Figure 11d) topology. For this scenario we use
the same parameters as for the Beacon Interval Analysis, see
Section V-B, but with a static BO parameter of 8.

As visible in Figure 12, the linear topology showed a
maximum synchronisation error of 875µs. This is mainly
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(a) Linear topology. (b) Circular topology.

(c) Grid topology. (d) Random topology.

Figure 11. Different evaluated topologies with 200 nodes each.
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Figure 12. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
linear topology.

caused by the extremely long routes created by the evaluation.
The maximum hop count was 69 and for each pair of randomly
selected nodes there is only one possible route. Consequently,
a badly synchronized node will have a large influence on the
resulting precision. Considering our worst case analyses we
still performed far better than the worst case of 103.8ms. This
is caused by the very small possibility of randomly finding

a long route containing 69 nodes with a maximum drift or a
large amount of lost beacons.
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Figure 13. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
circle topology.

The circular topology was expected to show similar results
like the linear topology, but it performed a lot better, as
visible in Figure 13. The maximum hop count was 40 with
a typical synchronisation error of 150µs. Compared with the
linear topology, which provided a synchronisation error of
approximately 500µs, it outperformed the linear topology. This
is caused by the larger amount of routes that were possible to
connect two randomly selected nodes. A badly synchronized
node does not have so much influence anymore, since it is not
as likely a part of the random route. Additionally, collisions
of beacons are quite unlikely, because only a small number
of nodes are in the vicinity of each other. In this experiment
one route of 14 hops had a comparably large synchronisation
error of 175µs which was still smaller than the worst case
approximation of 2107µs.

The grid topologies (Figure 14) showed slightly worse
performance compared to the circle topology. This is caused by
the larger probability of beacon collisions caused by a higher
density of nodes. At the same time the maximum hop count
is only 25, which created a maximum synchronisation error
of approximately 150µs. The circle topology showed only a
synchronisation error of approximately 100µs for routes of the
same length.

In Figure 15, the performance of the random topology is
visible. It shows a large deviation of individual results, which
is caused by individual collisions of beacons. This problem
is very dependent on the local setup of nodes around a PAN.
Therefore, it is very hard to estimate and may only be observed
on runtime by an uncertainty evaluation. Such hot spots are
also quite likely to be contained in a randomly generated
route, since hot spots contain more nodes compared to the
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Figure 14. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
grid topology.
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Figure 15. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
random topology.

surrounding areas. These facts decrease the achievable mean
precision. In this experiment a route of length 12 showed a
large error of 161µs compared to the main quantile of the 12
hop long routes. The worst case analyses predicted a maximum
error of 1806µs.

TABLE II. Synchronisation error of the simulation of different topologies in
µs.

#Hop Count Topology Mean Standard Deviation
1 Random 7.069008 8.495
1 Grid 5.067219 5.454
1 Linear 12.181786 9.492
1 Circle 3.327730 3.993
6 Random 47.401797 23.945
6 Grid 26.574773 13.489
6 Linear 55.861373 31.209
6 Circle 21.579193 8.327
11 Random 89.191069 27.941
11 Grid 57.463772 19.879
11 Linear 91.408097 23.836
11 Circle 45.693382 15.802
16 Random 110.255113 29.990
16 Grid 80.882388 20.756
16 Linear 131.582874 31.220
16 Circle 73.628941 21.878

Table II shows an overview of the results of our evaluation
of the different topologies. This table shows that the perfor-
mance of the individual topologies towards the mean for each
hop is ±50%. However, the results for the standard deviation
of the tests for equally long routes show a larger difference be-
tween the individual topologies. Additionally, the value of the
standard deviation is for all single-hop routes approximately
the same as the mean error. This clearly indicates a need for a
runtime uncertainty estimation, as described in Section IV-E.
All topologies supported our mathematical analyses of the
worst case synchronisation error since no experiment exceeded
the worst case.

As expected, in all simulations the linear topologies have
the largest mean error, which is cause by the highest collision
probability of the beacons. The random topology performed
the second worst, which is caused by local hot spots in the
topology with a lot of nodes increasing the probability of
beacon losses. All topologies clearly showed a linear relation
between the mean error and the hop count. This is to be
expected, since the synchronisation error in the vicinity of
each PAN is statistically the same within each topology. The
summation of the uncertainties matches very well with the
increasing error in the simulation. The beacon loss probability
is network specific and does not only depend on the topology,
but also on the density of nodes. This probability together with
the mean length of routes in the network is the major influence
towards the synchronisation precision.

From these experiments, we concluded that the basic
assumptions were valid. Additionally, we observed that regular
non-linear topologies provide better synchronisation results.
As a next step, we want to evaluate the performance of the
approach on real hardware.

D. Small Scale Wireless Sensor Network Setup
To evaluate the correctness of our assumptions in the

simulation we choose a small wireless network of 6 nodes
to compare the results with the simulation and related work.
Our test network is composed of three PAN Coordinators, two
Slaves and a Raspberry Pi Model A [29]. The nodes are
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Cortex-M3 based devices from dresden elektronik [30] using
a 2.4 GHz 802.14.5 transceiver of Atmel [31]. They run with
an internal crystal oscillator and a PLL providing a clock speed
of 32 MHz, which is divided by 32 to provide an internal clock
with a granularity g = 1µs. The used 18.432MHz oscillator
has a drift of ρ = 3·10−5. We implemented our approach using
hardware timers of the Cortex-M3 microcontroller taking a
time stamp on each interrupt in hardware. Using this approach
the interrupt delay between reception of the packet and the
generation of the time stamp should be decreased below 1µs.
The propagation time of the wireless signal in the typical
range of the AT86RF232 is t ≤ 34ns. The time between the
reception of a packet and the generation of the interrupt by
the transceiver is given as tirq = 9µs. Because the interrupt
latency of the transceiver is the same for sender and receiver
and, according to data sheet, is constant, it may be omitted.
The resulting tightness of our beacon network can be assumed
to be τ ≈ 1µs.

The Raspberry Pi uses a Preempt-RT patched Linux ker-
nel [32] with a real-time enabled listening program. The
coordinators and the slaves use the Atmel MAC stack [33] to
handle time stamp generation, association and beacon trans-
mission.

Both slaves and the three coordinators are connected to the
Raspberry Pi through a GPIO cable as visible in Figure 16.
Additionally, each device is connected to an evaluation PC to
log the time stamps. Each coordinator establishes its own PAN,
but also receives the neighbouring PAN’s beacons.

PAN 0

PAN 1

PAN 2

Figure 16. Small scale Wireless Sensor Network composed of
dresden elektronik nodes [30] and a Raspberry Pi [29] used to evaluate the

hybrid synchronisation.

Whenever a PAN Coordinator transmits its beacon it also
logs its internal time to the evaluation PC and toggles its GPIO.
On reception of a beacon each node transmits its virtual clock

time stamp following the sender to the evaluation PC and tog-
gle their GPIO-Pin. The Raspberry Pi monitors continuously
the GPIO-Pins and takes a time stamp on each change. The
resulting pair of Raspberry Pi and Cortex-M3 time stamps are
correlated and analysed to provide an accurate offset estimation
of the virtual clocks against the internal clocks of the nodes.
Since beacons are transmitted unsynchronized on the different
coordinators, we use linear interpolation to compute time
stamps in between measured values.

The benefit of this setup is the minimal critical path, which
is established by the GPIO connection. The toggling of the pin
on the device is instantaneous. The available low-level access
library of the Raspberry Pi provides extremely small latencies
accessing the pins. Together with the used real-time program
the measurement error should be smaller than ≈ 1µs.

E. Single-Hop Synchronisation
This setup evaluated the single-hop synchronisation mech-

anism. It is used as a baseline to verify the correctness of the
parameters of the simulation. Therefore, the results should be
close to the one hop results of the simulation. All coordinators
were running and transmitting beacons, but only the two slaves
ran the virtual clock towards their PAN Coordinator. The
experiment was run for 5 minutes with a beacon interval
of 7.5s and 15s representing a BO value of 9 and 10,
respectively.

0 5 10 15 20

Error µs

Figure 17. Histogram of the achieved precision of the internal
synchronisation with a beacon interval of 7.5s.

The mean precision of the internal synchronisation with a
beacon interval of 7.5s, as visible in Figure 17, was approx-
imately 8µs, which fits very good to the simulated results.
The deviation was approximately ±1µs with the maximum
error being 13µs. This was less than the deviation measured
in the simulation. An explanation is the smaller network size
creating less beacon loss. The distribution of the values is
approximately normal distributed, fitting to our assumption
used in the uncertainty estimation.

Figure 18 shows the results of the experiment with a beacon
interval of 15s. As visible the mean precision was also 8µs
like in the previous experiment. The deviation of the precision
is bigger being approximately 2µs with the maximum being
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0 5 10 15 20

Error µs

Figure 18. Plot of the achieved results of the single-hop synchronisation
with a beacon interval of 15s.

20µs. This is again better then then simulation results, possibly
because of less beacon loss and the crystal oscillator being
better than described in the data sheet.

F. Multi-Hop Synchronisation
The evaluation of our Inter Cluster Synchronisation used

only the three coordinators. All coordinators were broadcast-
ing beacons in this setup and ran a virtual clock for each
neighbouring node. We evaluate the virtual clock values of
the different nodes and the time stamps of the internal clocks
of the nodes at periodic intervals. The evaluation interval is the
same as the beacon interval. No real event was routed through
the network, since the used MAC stack provides no means
of multi-hop communication. Therefore, we simply added the
estimated offsets of the virtual clocks of the two pairs of nodes
and compared them to the offsets of the internal clocks of the
first and the last coordinator. This scenario used a fixed beacon
interval of 7.5s.

0 5 10 15 20

Error µs

Figure 19. Plot of the achieved results of the inter cluster synchronisation
with a beacon interval of 7.5s.

As visible the mean precision was 16µs with a large
deviation of ±5µs and a maximum offset of 20µs. This result
fits very well with the expected simulated and expected results.
The error is approximately doubled compared to the single-hop
scenario. Additionally, the deviation has increased by the same
margin.

The results of our small scale wireless sensor network
experiments fully support our simulated and expected perfor-
mance of our approach. The baseline performance fitted very
well with the exception of the larger beacon interval, which
strangely showed nearly the same results.

G. Comparison with related protocols
Since the environments of the different described pro-

tocols differ, we compare our approach to protocols, with
available multi-hop synchronisation data. DMTS provided a
mean synchronisation error of 32µs for one hop and 46µs
for two hop communication. Our approach performed better
for single-hop (8µs) and two-hop synchronisation (16µs). In
comparison to DMTS we do not need a possibly incorrect
model of the latency induced by the interrupt handling of the
nodes. Additionally, the granularity of the internal clocks of
our nodes was far better (g = 1µs) than the ones used in
the experiments evaluating DMTS (g = 32µs). Therefore, the
results are not directly comparable. TSAN showed a mean
synchronisation error of 200µs for one hop and 1113µs for six
hop communication. Our approach performed better in both
cases (on average 8µs and 25 − 37µs worst case 27µs and
110µs). However, Römer et al. considered an unstructured
abstract network, whereas we exploited the structure and
the hardware of the network to increase the synchronisation
precision without message overhead. Especially, the periodicity
of the beacons enabled continuous synchronisation, which
was not available to Römer’s system. Mock et al. showed
a single-hop synchronisation of approximately 150µs, which
was mainly caused by the driver abstraction and the interrupt
handling of the used operating system, since they considered
an experimentally derived tightness of the network τ = 46µs.
Our performance stems from the bare-metal implementation
and the good local clock increasing the networks tightness to
τ ≈ 1µs.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents and evaluates a novel hybrid clock
synchronisation approach that provides tight synchronisation
for local clusters of nodes as well as looser synchronisation in
multi-hop scenarios. The message overhead is minimal since
existing periodic beacon messages of the 802.15.4 beacon-
enabled mode are used to transmit the synchronisation data.
To handle the different synchronisation precisions, uncertainty
awareness is added to enable applications to decide in the case
of ambiguity.

The evaluation is done using the well-established network
simulator Omnet++ and a small scale wireless sensor network
verifying the results and parameters of the simulation. The re-
sults of both experiments match very well with the theoretical
concepts and the expected performance of the system. The sys-
tem provides a baseline performance of 8µs with a deviation
of ±2µs in a single-hop environment in simulation and real
test. In multi-hop scenarios a linearly decreasing precision can
be observed depending on the hop count. The results show
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the large difference between worst case approximation and
real performance together with the large deviation between
individual synchronisation results. This clearly indicates the
need for uncertainty awareness in the delivered time stamps.

In future work, we want to evaluate the clock synchroni-
sation in a real scenario with more realistic wireless sensor
networks to evaluate the influence of unforeseen interference
especially in non-regular topologies. Additionally, we want
to investigate the effect of different MAC-Algorithms on the
synchronisation quality.
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